[Management of autoimmune thrombocytopenic purpura: a prospective study of 147 children from the regional network RHémaP].
Assessment of the impact of guidelines from a regional pediatric network to standardize the management of childhood immune thrombocytopenic purpura (ITP). Consensus guidelines were drawn up in centers of the pediatric network for hematological diseases, RHémaP, and a cohort of children referred for ITP in these centers was set up. A 1-year follow-up was recorded for each patient over a 43-month period. We report data from a cohort of 147 children. At diagnosis, we recorded severe thrombocytopenia (median=8G/l) and 141 children had hemorrhagic symptoms (96%). Only 23 children had a bone marrow aspiration (BMA) at diagnosis (16.3%), which meant a high level of implementation of the RHémaP recommendations (96%) since indications of BMA were limited to rare indications. For 135 children (91.8%), treatment fulfilled the RHémaP guidelines that were mainly based on the platelet count: 121 received intraveinous immunoglobulin (IVIG) and 14 were not treated. Among those who received IVIG, 110 were good responders (91%) at the 96-h evaluation (platelet count greater than 20G/l), nine (7.4%) were poor responders, and 1 died of intracranial hemorrhage. At 6 months, chronic ITP was observed in 40 children (32.8%). Chronic ITP was associated with a higher platelet count at diagnosis and an older age (p<10(-3) and p=10(-3), respectively). The practices recorded over a 43-month period in our cohort fulfilled the RhémaP guidelines and we conclude that we managed to standardize regional practices for children with ITP. We observed conventional epidemiological characteristics in this cohort. Older children and higher platelet count at diagnosis were significantly associated with higher frequency of chronic ITP.